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MC-Axis D.Trump
43°21 / 23°21 Taurus
MC/AS 1/12
The 1st MC-House shows the
hereditary psychic disposition as
accumulated personal development
grown during all previous incarnations.
The Ascendent in the 1st
MC-House, reflection 12th, (1/12),
says that one feels very close to
those within the immediate social
environment, because one believes
and fears not to be able to live
alone. This results in a mutual
dependency in respect to both the
happy and the unpleasant aspects of
living together.
Adversity and difficulties in conflict
resolution lead to strong psychological strains, which one tries to
escape by trying to join another new community.
MC^MC = AS/X
AS/AR - business relationships;
AS/NE - lack of self-controle; act under the influence of others; be seduced; denial;
AS/ZE - be driven by others to action;
AS/PO - be under the spiritual influence of others;
MC/MA 1/12
Mars in the 1st MC House stands for an inherited aspiration, drive for action and a combative to
aggressive attitude and behaviour.
The soul has been attracted by a family in which martial tendencies prevail. Attack incites counter-attack, which gives rise to karmic (fateful) triggers, and which may cause one to feel compelled to
withdraw to oneself and focus on oneself.
The nature of the fateful tendencies can be read from the 12th house.
MC^MC = MA/X
ME/MA - be decisive; pugnacious; get furious; haste;
MA/NE - hopes that don't come true; failures, losses; discontent; feelings of inferiority; hopelessness;
MA/ZE - creative force or compulsion; creativity; leading activity; procreation;
MA/KR - be independent; unauthorized actions; basic formula for the great leader and organizer;
consider oneself as police and power of state;
MA/PO - be exposed to ethical and moral influences and become a role model ethically and morally;
2017 MA/KRs
MC/CU 1/12
With Cupido in MC1 these people are sociable and family-oriented. They want to feel safe and
protected within the circle of their family. With Apollon in conjunction - the factor for expansion they want a big family. Interest in arts.
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MC^MC = CU/X
UR/CU - marry suddenly;
CU/HA - be an egoist or individualist; disagreement in communities;
CU/AP - proliferations; several marriages;
MC/ZE 1/12
From personal hereditary (MC1), one shows purposeful will power, which makes capable of leading
and gives great creative power. Fiery soul disposition. Driving force of strivings, power striving,
strong self-confidence, self-esteem and determination. In the fateful retreat, new power is gathered
to quietly concentrate the will on the smallest point, which will then be used purposefully at the next
opportunity.
MC^MC = ZE/X
AS/ZE - be urged by others to action;
ME/ZE - compulsive creative thinking; descipline; emotional controle; contenance;
MA/ZE - creative force or compulsion; creativity; leading activity; procreation;
MC/AP 1/12
Due to the personal hereditary the soul is generous and prolix. One is ready for many opportunities
that promote the own width and breadth. Fatal blows, constriction or seclusion are to protect the
forces from fragmentation.
MC^MC = AP/X
UR/AP - cause tension and irritation among many; look forward to future things to come;
be open to new things; suddenly gaining experiences; interest in astrology;
CU/AP - proliferations; several marriages;
HA/AP - gain knowledge through bitter experience; keep knowledge of secrets;
2017 = UR/APs
MC/VE 12/1
VE in MC 12/1 indicates the desire to withdraw, to hold back, not to push forward. One feels
comfortable in ones very private cell and concentrates on ones wishes and preferences on a very
narrow frame or on oneself.
MC^MC = VE/X
SU/VE - self-complacent; narcissism;
MO/VE - be loved by women; pregnancy leads to marriage decision;
NO/VE - be loved; harmonic relationships;
VE/UR - passion for love adventures
VE/PL - develope own wishes and hopes;
VE/CU - be in a harmonic partnership;
VE/VU - be passionate; feel pushed to something from inside out;
2017 VE/URs, VE/VUs
MC/SA 12/1
The position of Saturn in the "fate or karma house" experiences strong impairments of self-esteem
and one often suffers from severe inhibitions, feels paralyzed and is forced to reserve. Caused by
environmental influences and/or great disappointments, severe mental disorders, i.e. reaction psychoses arise. To recognize one's own limits is to be learned here and to exercise caution. Without fatal
blows, there's no way.
MC^MC = SA/X
SU/SA - be forsaken; withdraw; rheumatic pain;
MO/SA - emotionally depressed woman; be left by a woman;
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be in a serious mood; withdraw; keep reserved; distinguish; be conservative;
NO/SA - be left by the spouse;
easily inclined to separations; separation from family members or employees;
SA/UR - suffer from strife and quarrels; have to do with quarrelsome people;
suddenly be disconnected, separated;
SA/PL - be inclined to divorce;
SA/VU - be vigilant; be very sharp; take advantage;
not be fooled or deceived;
2017 SA/URs
MC/PL 12/1
Be subject to unfavorable continuous changes. It is said here that one develops and transforms
oneself under the blows of fate.
MC^MC = PL/X
VE/PL - own harmonic development;
SA/PL - slow development; difficulties in adaptation; be inclined to separate;
PL/AD - to face completely changed circumstances;
find ones way in completely different circumstances;
2017 SA/PLs
MC/JU 2/11
One's attitude towards material, mental and spiritual possessions is jovial, optimistic and benevolent.
Money and material assets flow almost effortlessly. This also applies to expertise and artistic values.
The life-affirming attitude has repercussions on the circle of friends and acquaintances, who are
found easily.
MC^MC = JU/X
AR/JU - feel happy with property; be lucky, fortunate;
JU/PL - experience pleasant changes; business benefits; beneficial undertakings; great luck;
2017 AR/JUs
MC/NE 2/11
The personal inner attitude towards material property, specialist knowledge and art is intuitive,
divining, sensing, transcendent. There are visionary insights. Spiritual and mental possessions can
well be acquired. The inflow of material possessions, on the other hand, often can not be explained.
It comes like a cloud dubious, unclear, nebulous and similar is the loss: money evaporates, dissolves.
There are unexplainable losses. The circle of friends and acquaintances is the reflecting(11) image of
it.
MC^MC = NE/X
AS/NE - suffer from lack of self controle; be influenced by others to deceive;
ME/NE - be intuitive; mix poetry and truth; tend to lie;
MA/NE - hopes that don't come true; failures, losses; discontent; feelings of inferiority; hopelessness;
NE/ZE - short-tempered; pompously; inflamation;
NE/KR - incapable as a leader or chef;
NE/PO - be under the influence and impression of a false belief or philosophy of life;
2017 - ME/NEs
MC/SU 11/2 (SU 3/4)
This is a very lucky constellation.
Joint ventures together with others play a big role, as well as socializing.
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The theme of life includes the areas: food, drinking, sexuality, possessions and friends. Both enjoyers
and ascetics can have this constellation, in one case as affirmation, in the other as negation.
In order to be able to judge this, the planetary images in the axes SU/MO and AS/NO are also
important.
MC^MC = SU/X
SU/VE - self-complacent; narcissism;
SU/SA - be forsaken; withdraw; rheumatic pain;
SU/HA - feel physical limitations or defects emotionally;
MC/ME 11/2
Mentally active and intellectual attitude toward matters that may be of benifit(2).
It may relate to particular issues / people, (friends), objects or information. These people like to talk
to friends who are also talkative themselves.
Later in life, the friends are relatively younger.
MC^MC = ME/X
ME/MA - be decisive; pugnacious; get furious; haste;
ME/NE - be intuitive; mix poetry and truth; tend to lie;
ME/ZE - compulsive creative thinking; descipline; emotional controle; contenance;
ME/PO - get known with an idea;
2017 ME/NEs
The 3rd MC-House is not occupied; mirror:
MC/NO 10/3 (NO/MC 12/4)
Contacts and connections as to everyday's work(3) are limited to a professional and private circle.
Only few have access to the domestic and thus exclusively private sphere.
MC^MC = NO/X
NO/VE - harmonic connections;
NO/SA - be left by the spouse;
easily inclined to separations; separation from family members or employees;
NO/HA - deal with wicked people; have to accept meanness;
professionally associate with criminals; advantage of stolen property;
NO/AD - maintain connections to only few;
2017 NO/HAs
MC/UR 10/3
Idiosyncratic attitude toward job and social position. Appearance in the public with unusual and
conspicuous things. The job may have something to do with technology or innovation that excites
and requires to be able to adjust to changing situations quickly. The practical thinking(3) does not go
the normal way and easily brings about surprises.
MC^MC = UR/X
SA/UR - suffer from strife and quarrels; have to do with quarrelsome people;
suddenly be disconnected, separated;
UR/HA - suddenly feel disgust or aversion;
UR/AP - cause tension and irritation among many; look forward to future things to come;
be open to new things; suddenly gaining experiences; interest in astrology;
2017 SA/URs, UR/APs
MC/VU 10/3
The public, professional social position is associated with power. One can throw a tremendous force
and energy into an undertaking and will do so. The more exposure to the greatest effort, the greater
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will be the reaction, i.e. the energy used to counteract appropriate forces. The own action gets a
sense only through the opposing forces, because one must fight against something. The practical
thinking(3) knows only the fight for or against something.
MC^MC = VU/X
VE/VU - be passionate; feel pushed to something from inside out;
SA/VU - be vigilant; be very sharp; seize to take advantage;
do not be fooled or deceived;
HA/VU - have the feeling of being dependent; feel dependent on natur's forces;
AD/VU - be persistent; remain firm and unyielding, do not give in; be tough;
experience stroke of fate;
MC/MO 4/9
The personal inner attitude towards parents and later to the own home, is variable and unstable,
depending on the mood and state of mind. For the man, the own basic attitude is additionally influenced by female persons.
Cultural, religious and ideological topics are being discussed. The discussions relate to professional
and everyday matters. The daily concerns are focused on achieving professional goals and a high
social standing in the public.
MC^MC = MO/X
MO/VE - be favored by women; love to be mothered;
MO/SA - be in a serious mood; withdraw; keep reserved; distinguished attitude; be conservative;
MO/HA - be slandered by malicious women; be ensnared by bad women;
experience worrying and sorrowful hours;
MO/AP - be open minded; meet many people, be impressed by them;
MC/HA 9/4
The inner sense of one's own inferiority and the personal attitude to oneself regarding one's own
shadows and defects can - in the field of higher reason - in the positive case, be a good precondition
for acquiring good knowledge in the field of ancient and secret sciences. Otherwise, the wisdom of
philosophy, religion, and worldview, etc., are despised, and the only convincement is seen in nihilism.
MC^MC = HA/X
MO/HA - be slandered by malicious women; be ensnared by bad women;
experience worrying and sorrowful hours;
NO/HA - having to deal with wicked people; have to accept meanness;
professionally associate with criminals; advantage of stolen property;
UR/HA - suddenly feel disgust or aversion;
CU/HA - be an egoist or individualist; disagreement in communities;
HA/AP - gain knowledge through bitter experience; keep ones's knowledge of secrets to oneself;
HA/VU - have the feeling of being dependent; dependent on natur's forces;
2017 NO/HAs
MC/KR 9/4
High attitude and claims to affairs of higher reason. One would like to become a master in these
areas, so as to apply this knowledge practically, that is one must communicate it in order to be regarded as an authority.
MC^MC = KR/X
AS/KR - be a civil servant; a contractor; be subordinate; under command of higher institutions;
ME/KR - good mental disposition;
MA/KR - be independent; unauthorized actions; basic formula for the great leader and organizer;
consider oneself as power of police and state;
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ZE/KR - wanting to put through one's own will with energetic force;
great strategist or war scientist;
MC/AR 8/5 (AR 8/2)
Similar to Scorpio, one has a lot to do with growing and passing away, while the focus is on exit
rather than entry. Death and birth, let go, give and get, lose and find again etc ..
This applies to all manifestations of life, regardless of humans, animals or objects.
The own conscience and ethical feeling as to enterprises, pleasure, love or children, plays an important role. There is a certain commitment and responsibility to the well-being of the general public,
which in consequence depends on one's own right or wrong behaviour.
MC^MC = AR/X
AR/AS - the place has a strong affect on the professional position; business relationships;
AR/JU - be lucky; winnings; be happy with not having to do much;
AR/AD - heavy resistance in the general public;
2017 AR/JUs
Donald Trump
Jamaica,NY,Queens
14.06.1946
MC 23°21'44 Ta
14:49:53
AS 29°09'40 Le
+ 00:00:00
SU 22°55'30 Ge
+ 073°48'00
MO 21°09'59 Sg
+ 40°41'00
NO 20°45'40 Ge
Donald Trump
Jamaica,NY,Queens
13.06.2017
MC 16°05'15 Cn
18:35:57
AS 13°50'24 Li
+ 00:00:00
SU 22°55'30 Ge
+ 073°48'00
MO 9°31'51 Aq
+ 40°41'00
NO 27°33'15 Le
r - radix
d - solar arc directed
s - solar return 2017
t - transit
Ref.: Rules for Planetary Pictures; Methodik I., H.Lefeldt
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1----- : AR^ME 4°26 - 3°56
4--- : AS/PL 4°36 - 3°46
1----- : MN^AD 4°57 - 3°24
4--- SA/AP 5°02 - 3°20
4--- : MO/AD 5°10 - 3°12
1----- AD^VU 5°10 - 3°12
4--- : SU/JU 5°11 - 3°11
4--- ** ZE
5°38 - 2°44
4--- SA/CU 5°41 - 2°41
16 NE/ZE 5°44 - 2°38
8-- ZE/KR 5°47 - 2°35
8-- HA/AP 5°49 - 2°32
8-- ** NE
5°51 - 2°31
8-- SA/UR 5°51 - 2°30
1----- ** KR
5°56 - 2°26
4--- VE/AP 5°59 - 2°22
1----- : SU^AD 6°02 - 2°19
8-- CU/HA 6°29 - 1°53
16 ZE/PO 6°29 - 1°53
8-- NE/PO 6°35 - 1°46
16 KR/PO 6°38 - 1°44
4--- VE/CU 6°39 - 1°43
1----- UR^HA 6°39 - 1°43
8-- VE/UR 6°49 - 1°33
8-- : MC/ZE 7°00 - 1°22
16 : AR/AS 7°05 - 1°17
16 PL/AD 7°06 - 1°16
16 : MC/NE 7°06 - 1°16
1----- : MC^KR 7°09 - 1°13
16 ME/ZE 7°14 - 1°07
8-- : MN/SA 7°17 - 1°04
8-- ** PO
7°20 - 1°02
4--- ME/NE 7°21 - 1°01
16 ME/KR 7°24 - 0°58
8-- : MO/SA 7°29 - 0°52
8-- SA/VU 7°30 - 0°52
16 : MC/PO 7°51 - 0°31
1----- : MN^HA 8°05 - 0°17
4--- ME/PO 8°06 - 0°16
8-- : MN/VE 8°15 - 0°07
4--- : MO/HA 8°17 - 0°05
1----- HA^VU 8°18 - 0°04
--------------------------------1----- ** MC
8°22 + 0°00
8-- : SU/SA 8°22 + 0°01
8-- : MO/VE 8°27 + 0°05
8-- VE/VU 8°28 + 0°06
16 : MC/ME 8°37 + 0°15
4--- MA/ZE 8°42 + 0°20
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8-- : AR/JU 8°43 + 0°22
16 ** AP
8°45 + 0°23
16 MA/NE 8°48 + 0°27
8-- MA/KR 8°51 + 0°29
8-- ** ME
8°51 + 0°30
1----- : SU^HA 9°10 + 0°48
8-- : SU/VE 9°20 + 0°58
16 CU/AP 9°24 + 1°02
16 SA/PL 9°26 + 1°04
16 MA/PO 9°33 + 1°12
16 UR/AP 9°34 + 1°12
8-- : AR/AD 9°35 + 1°13
4--- : AS/ZE 9°54 + 1°32
16 : AS/NE 10°00 + 1°38
8-- : AS/KR 10°03 + 1°41
16 ** CU
10°03 + 1°41
8-- : MC/MA 10°04 + 1°42
16 UR/CU 10°13 + 1°52
16 PL/HA 10°13 + 1°52
16 ME/MA 10°19 + 1°57
16 VE/PL 10°23 + 2°02
8-- : MC/AS 11°16 + 2°54
8-- JU/NE 11°39 + 3°17
4--- ** MA
11°46 + 3°25
1----- : AR^SA 11°54 + 3°33
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